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Premier NEWS

About our 
magazine...
ESPC’s Premier Living is the best place 
to catch up on the latest trends, news 
and local and high-end retail offerings. 

It is published twice a year – in 
Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter. 
With a circulation of 20,000,  
85 per cent of copies are delivered 
to the areas of Edinburgh, where you will find higher value 
properties based on data from ESPC’s unique property archive. 
Look at the back of this issue to find our latest property listings 
to get started.

A copy can also be found from your local solicitor, ESPC 
showrooms and other select locations. If you would like to 
request a number of copies for your business, please contact 
Premier Living on 0131 624 8872.
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Welcome
COME ON IN! It is that wonderful time of the 
year again when the parks transform into a beautiful 
haze of cherry tree blossoms and lush green gardens. 

This is a time when I do so particularly enjoy the 
colour and vibrancy that Edinburgh has on offer, both 
inside and out.

This issue, we carry on that theme into 
Premier Living by focusing on an array of colourful 
topics, products and events. I thoroughly enjoyed 
picking products for my Trendsetter page, as well as 
reading all about garden parties, lighting solutions and 
Scandinavian design. 

Turn the pages further and you’ll find yourself 
falling down the rabbit hole that is Morningside, an 
extremely trendy and entertaining area of Edinburgh 
which you can find out all about courtesy of our man 
on the ground, Richard Croasdale. 

Richard walks through Morningside revealing the 
must-visit hubs, retailers and landmarks unearthing 
the most magical facts about it.

Our investment section covers three informative 
articles which look at inspiring entrepreneurial 
journeys, the buy-to-let investment arena in 
the property sector and even a guide to buying 
diamonds, all this giving you a comprehensive read 
to get your mind working around high-end business 
ventures this summer. 

Don’t forget that aside from our Must View and 
featured property feature, we have some high-end 
property listings at the back of this issue!

Lisa Venter, Premier Living Editor, ESPC

THE PREMIER LIVING CLUB

Join our new 
exclusive club
If you haven’t heard already, 
an exclusive new club is open 
to members. As a reader of 
Premier Living Magazine, you can 
join this members only portal to 
get news on the latest restaurants, 
bar openings and offerings, lifestyle 
trend reports, ESPC Fine & 
Country properties and the best 
retail products on the market.

James Crawford, professional 
photographer, has subscribed to our 
Premier Living Club newsletter after 
becoming a member and explained 
why he enjoys the newsletters. 

He said: “I’m a subscriber to 
ESPC’s emails and while I enjoy 
browsing the latest properties from 

the daily email, the Premier Living 
Club offers something more… The 
images featuring in Premier Living 
regularly inspire me to keep at the 
top of my game.” 

He added, “I also enjoy 
reading about Edinburgh and the 
perspective of the city as provided 
by your contributors.”

When you become a member of 
our Premier Living Club you’ll be told 
about the most talked about events 
and hear about limited offerings 
from our retail sponsors. You’ll also 
get the chance to enter exciting 
competitions so do sign up to be a 
member so that you can be eligible 
for these opportunities.

 pFor more details or to sign up, visit Premier Living online at 
espc.com/premier-living-club
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AND ALSO…

WE ARE ESPC FINE & COUNTRY By David Marshall

Activity in top end of market
Activity in east central Scotland rose substantially 
across the board in 2013, and this was 
particularly true in the market for 
top-end properties. 

During the second half of 
the year ESPC recorded an 83 
per cent annual increase in the 
number of premier properties sold 
in Edinburgh, the Lothians and Fife.

Despite the rise in demand, we 
have not seen a substantial rise in the 
prices being paid for larger properties thus far. 

For example, during the fourth quarter of 2013 
the average selling price of a five-bedroom 

detached property in the capital stood at 
£502,063. That equates to an annual 
rise of just 0.1 per cent.

As buyer activity has risen, this has 
tempted a number of sellers back 
to the market, which has helped to 

balance the ratio between supply and 
demand and kept house price inflation at 

modest levels in most areas.
As 2014 progresses, we expect the 

improvement in the market over the last 12 to 18 
months to continue. The economic climate, while 
still challenging, is likely to brighten, with GDP 
growth rising and unemployment falling and this 
should stimulate a further rise in buyer activity. 

More sellers are likely to show a willingness to 
test the market, which will moderate house price 
inflation at around 3 per cent, but overall market 
conditions should be more favourable for sellers 
than has been the case for several years.

 pFind more about this exclusive part  
of the market by visiting espc.com/fine  

And here’s our lucky 
competition winner
Well done to Sarah Whitely of Greenhill Gardens in 
Edinburgh, who has won our last Premier Living Magazine 
competition. The prize is a luxurious Guerline Spa 
Membership! We hope you enjoy your membership, Sarah.

Join our Premier Living Club (espc.com/premier-living-club) 
for exclusive access to more luxurious competitions.
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MUST 
VIEW

A loch, a palace, a 
stunning family home

Built in 1964, Roundel House is situated in 
grounds of around one-third of an acre and 
boasts this stunning uninterrupted view over 

Linlithgow Loch and its historic Palace.
The Roundel House, Linlithgow, EH49 7BS. 

Priced at offers over £775,000 through  
ESPC Fine & Country.

 pFor more information call  
01506 802830 or search for  

this property on espc.com/fine

ESPC Fine & Country PROPERTY
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PREMIER TRENDS
Premier Living editor, Lisa Venter, brings you 
her top products based on spring trends

Stripped back retro furniture, pops of colour in accessories, 
eclectic prints by local artists and rugs are all set to make 
it big this summer. As you open up the windows and let 
the sun pour in, edit your home to allow you to enjoy 
empty spaces with a few high-quality comforts...

2 Local prints: Pick your perfect 
print from The Red Door 
Gallery and bring a little 
artistic humour to your  
home. Price depending  
on print. Contact the gallery 
on 0131 477 3255  
(edinburghart.com) 

3 Cabana Vase: With clear 
inspiration from the 1950s  
and created by Ludvig Löfgren, 
this orange Cabana vase 
features coloured staves of 
glass have been melted 
together, shaped and blown. 
Available from Elements, £79. 
Call 0131 225 5557 
(elementsforhome.com) 

1

2

3

1 Bespoke rug: Inspired by 
James Craig’s New Town 
street plan, these beautiful 
two-colour, made-to-order 
rugs are available in any 
size and in a colour palette 
cleverly devised to go with 
any interior or fabric. £350 
per sq metre. To place an 
order or to find out more, 
email hello@fiskand.co.uk or 
call 0131 557 6634

G
ram

aphone 2 by Spookernox
M

ary Q
ueen of Scots by Patrizio Belcam

po
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ONE WAY to enjoy summer to its 
fullest is to throw a lavish garden party 
for friends, family and neighbours. 
However, hosting the perfect event 
is sometimes easier said than done. 
If you want to make sure your 
summer celebration is still being 
talked about when October comes 
around (for all the right reasons), it’s 
always good to get expert advice. 

Judith Wilson of JMD Events is 
someone with lots of experience 
in this area and she offers 
some useful tips.

She says: “It makes 
sense to look at three 
major elements – 
the venue (your 
garden), catering and 
entertainment.”

For the venue, 
decoration shouldn’t 
be a problem since 
the garden setting should 
speak for itself. Though you 
will have to consider furniture. 

Judith says: “There are several 
companies that hire furniture that’s 
a little different, including stylish 
inflatable settees and chairs. In 
case of inclement weather – and if 

there are musicians with electric 
equipment – think of incorporating 
and theming your summer house, 
conservatory, or even your garage. 

“In the same vein, gazebos are very 
easy to get a hold of and, for something 
a little more quirky, several suppliers 
provide teepees. There are various 
versions available, and they can add 
something special to your event.”

The obvious choice is to hire a private 
catering company. However, as 

Judith points out, there are other 
options; exclusive barbecues 

and spit roasts, for example, 
or you can hire a private 
chef, which will provide a 
real feature. Restaurants, 
catering colleges and 
cook schools will all hire 

out a ‘chef for a day’.
Entertainment can vary 

from a string quartet to a stage 
show. But remember musicians 

with electric equipment will need to be 
under cover and require a power supply.

Colleges with music and dance 
departments, and others such 
as Edinburgh’s MGA Academy, 
will be happy for their students 
to perform at a private event.

Consider what time of day your party 
will start, and how long you expect it 
to go on. If it will last into the evening, 
you may wish to consider some feature 
lighting. Stringing simple outdoor 
pendant lights into any trees will create 
istant atmosphere as dusk settles. There 
are now also many attractive alternatives 
to the gas guzzling patio heaters of 
yore – for example the Rais Gizeh’s 
handsome outdoor fire (see page 12).

While lashings of beer and prosecco 
will certainly help your party go with 
a swing, there are more memorable 
options for the inspired host. Why 
not hire a professional mixologist 
for the event, who will not only 
rustle up classic cocktails, but also 
dazzle your guests with original 
creations and a touch of theatre?

If you have children to entertain 
the options are endless – from kids’ 
entertainers toting clay modelling and 
cupcake decoration through to old 
favourites such as bouncy castles and 
face painting. Several independent ice 
cream companies offer the opportunity 
to set up an ice cream stand. 

So, when your garden is looking 
its best it can provide the ideal 
setting for a bash to remember.  PL 

Premier LIVING

GARDEN PARTY TIME
As summer approaches, it’s the perfect time to  
throw an al fresco party and revive the outdoor  
space that often falls idle during the winter months





COCK-A-HOOP
Created by the master 
craftsmen at Jaques of 
London 150 years ago, this 
traditional croquet set is a 
cut above your typical lawn 
game. £429 from John 
Lewis (St James Centre, 
EH1 3SP, 0844 693 1740, 
johnlewis.com)
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THE GREAT 
OUTDOORS
While a sunny day and 
good company are often all 
you need, we have some 
suggestions for making your 
garden party extra special 

MIX IT UP
A cocktail barman (or 
‘mixologist’ in the parlance of 
our times) can really liven up a 
party, and can usually be hired 
on their own or as part of an 
outside catering package.
(Heritage Portfolio, 49 North 
Fort Street, EH6 4HJ, 0131 555 
2229, heritageportfolio.co.uk)

WHEN DUSK 
SETTLES…

Keep the chill off with this 
stylish Rais Gizeh outdoor 

fire. £830 from Bonk & 
Company (2/2 Abbey Lane, 
EH8 8HL, 0131 202 5081, 

bonkandco.co.uk)

ALL THAT GLITTERS
Crystalware needn’t be old-fashioned. 
Reflect the fun and sparkle of the 
season with this eye-catching 
Waterford decanter. £240 from 
Jenners (48 Princes St, EH2 2YJ, 0844 
800 3725, houseoffraser.co.uk)
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Home workspaces are often put 
together on an ad hoc basis, or 
end up as a dumping ground 

for the flotsam and jetsam of home life. 
However, it is possible to create a useful 
and beautiful home office, marrying 
practicality, great design and stylish décor.

Great design starts with first principles 
so the starting point should be to make 
a list of your most basic needs. 

As Sally Homan, director of Robertson-
Lindsay Interiors (robertson-lindsay.
com), says: “The first thing to do is 
really to think about what you are trying 
to achieve. What do you need from a 
functional point of view, how much 
storage, what equipment, how much 
room do you have in your house? Will 
you have clients to visit, will you need 
a colleague there to work with you? 

“Once you have all these essential 
pieces of information, you will 
know how to move ahead.” 

From a décor point of view, the 
key is to consider how you want the 
office to feel. Homan added: “That’s 
likely to depend on your job. I’m an 
interior designer and like my space 

to feel quite creative, so I surround 
myself with objects that inspire me. 

“Others who are operating in an 
area such as finance or who have 
clients to visit might think it’s best 
that things are a little more formal.”

Overall, it is important to set a 
mood that will help you feel calm and 
settled – the more at ease you feel, 
the more productive you will be. 

From a practical and technical point 
of view, banishing cables is a priority. If 
possible, it is good to make the most of 
wireless technology and minimise the 
number of individual devices. Instead of a 
printer and scanner, go for an ‘all in one’ 
and, if space is very limited, 
many flatscreen monitors 
can be wall mounted.

The mix of functionality 
and style is important. A 
good, ergonomic chair 
is important – you’ll be 
spending a lot of time 
in it. However, it need 
not be battleship grey or 
crushingly dull dark blue. 
It is possible to upholster 

office chairs in beautiful bespoke fabrics 
or coloured leather so it looks great while 
remaining functional. By the same token, 
a minimalist look is all well and good, but 
a productive working space must have 
everything you need within easy reach.

Most home offices will need filing space, 
of course, but there are attractive options 
available and measures you can take, if 
needs be, to soften the impact. “I mix 
filing and books with plants and candles,” 
said Sally. “And make sure you choose files 
that bring a sense of consistency – if your 
room has yellow accents, for example, 
select yellow files that echo this.” 

Above all, create a space that you 
can enjoy. Sally concluded: 

“You want to look forward 
to spending time at your 

desk and being in a 
place that reflects 
your personality and 
inspires you.”  PL 

THE HOME 
OFFICE  
MADE 
BEAUTIFUL
Create a workspace  
in your home that is 
practical and stylish 

Rewrite desk, featuring a 
soundproofed bubble and metal 

chest to hide cables. £1,706.00 
from Ligne Roset (12-14 Jeffrey 

Street, EH1 1TD, 0131 555 0100,  
ligne-roset-edinburgh.co.uk)  

Arboreal box files are a 
beautiful solution for storing 
your records. £44 from 
OKA (Commercial Quay, 94 
Commercial Street, EH6 6LX, 
0131 555 6463, okadirect.com)
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ASK THE EXPERT

Made to measure offices
Setting up a practical but beautiful home 
office or study can be a challenge. However, 
with the right planning even the smallest and 
most architecturally-challenging of rooms  
can be turned into an efficient and 
inspirational space.

The least successful route to go down is 
to simply fill the room with an assortment 
of “off-the-shelf” furniture. Rarely will this 
provide the layout, storage or atmosphere 
that you want. Instead I would recommend 
investing in well-designed and manufactured 
fitted furniture. When we are commissioned 
to design and fit out a study there are few 
limits to what can be achieved. There is a vast 
range of possible finishes from hand-painted, 
sprayed and veneered to solid woods; the 
layout is designed to produce the most 
effective work space; storage is configured to 
exactly suit personal requirements; sockets 
and switches discreetly incorporated where 
they make sense for electrical equipment; 

and chunky skirtings and sloping floors 
accommodated to avoid those unsightly gaps 
and leaning furniture. With all the practical 
aspects accommodated there is the scope to 
include a well-chosen piece such as a desk, 
chair or lamp as well as soft furnishings to 
add character and personality.

It is definitely well-worth co-ordinating 
the lighting with a new study or home office. 
Lighting can be integrated into bookcases 
for example and ceiling lights should be 
planned to make sense with the shape of the 
room and positions of the furniture. Make 
use of a properly designed flexible lighting 
scheme including task and accent lighting to 
ensure an attractive as well as work-friendly 
atmosphere.

It is certainly worth talking to a good 
designer. Remember that working from 
home should be an opportunity to do so in 
an attractive, uplifting environment well away 
from the sterility of most offices!

Jacqueline Fisken is Design  
Director of Ampersand Interiors 
at 73 Dublin Street, Edinburgh. 
Contact: 0131 557 6634 and 
ampersandinteriors.co.uk
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LIGHTING CAN make or break your 
décor, and each room in your home 
needs its own careful approach. We 
walk through three key rooms…

A WELL LIT BOUDOIR
Ann Buchan, Lighting Assistant at John 
Lewis Edinburgh, advises bedroom 
lighting choices depend on the mood 
you wish to create: “Are you going 
to read or write or work on 
your laptop in bed? Or is your 
bedroom just for relaxation?” 

Ann advises using a dimmer 
switch to control lighting in the 
bedroom and layering task and 
ambient lighting. “Most people 
like the option of being able to 
create the perfect lighting from the 
combination of an overhead light and 
bedside lights,” she says. “Touch lamps 
are really popular now as they allow you 

to gradually raise or lower the brightness 
of a lamp by tapping the base.”

To make a feature of your bedroom 
light, Ann recommends a timeless 
chandelier for large, high ceilinged 
bedrooms. “For smaller rooms, choose 
a jewelled pendant style, which catches 
the light and creates a glamorous mood.” 

KITCHEN FACTORS
“When lighting the kitchen, keep in 

mind you are lighting the heart of 
the home,” says Lorraine Cotterell 
of Cotterell & Co. “It’s a highly 
functional space that has to fulfil a 
number of roles, so positioning of 
lighting is extra important. Work 
out where the light is required. 

Work surfaces require good task 
lighting. Undershelf lighting is great for 
task light as it’s well hidden and stops 
shadows from obscuring the worktop.”

Let there 
be light
Home lighting tips and tricks from  
some of Edinburgh’s lighting experts

Choose a chandelier to set the 
mood. Evelyn Chandelier, £250, 

John Lewis (St James Centre, EH1 
3SP, 0844 693 1740, johnlewis.com)

Light up your kitchen with a bright shade. Bespoke ‘Polo’ 
Shade, £360 – £495 Cotterell & Co (122 Causewayside,  

EH9 1PU, 0131 662 0000, styleandlight.com)
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“Layering light is very important in 
the kitchen,” says Lorraine. “Ambient 
light is also required but each source 
should be controlled individually to 
achieve anything from bright light to 
an intimate atmosphere for dinner.”

To inject some style, Lorraine 
recommends making a focal point 
of the kitchen table or island with a 
stylish pendant. “Pendants hung in a 
linear format – odd numbers are the 
most pleasing – look stylish. Inject 
a splash of colour with a bright silk 
pendant shade, or go glamorous with 
a contemporary crystal pendant.”

LIVING WITH LIGHT
Ralf Farthing of Catalog Ltd sheds 
light on illuminating living areas: “To 
transform a big Edinburgh room into 
a more intimate space, use low level 
lighting around the periphery and layer 
pools of light to create space. Ceiling 
or floor recessed lighting can be both 
directional and add drama to a room, 
while being discreet.Using pendant 
lights that reflect light upwards or 
wall lights that use reflective light 
instead of diffused light can also 

develop the illusion of space.”
To highlight interesting 

architectural features such as a 
curved wall or beautiful moulding, 
Ralf recommends wall washers 
directed towards the features. 

It is important to layer light in the 

living area but if you’ve got a tight room, 
beware of how you achieve it. “To make 
a smaller room seem more spacious focus 
light on the ceiling and walls to create 
reflected light and leave more space in the 
room by not including floor lamps that 
can clutter a small area,” says Ralf.   PL 

Pick a stylish feature 
shade for living areas. 
Foscarini Allegretto, 
from £1,410, Catalog Ltd 
(2-4 St Stephen Place, 
EH3 5AJ, 0131 225 2888, 
cataloginteriors.com
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SCANDINAVIAN STYLE
The Scandinavian influence knows no bounds. 
Think simplicity, minimalism, function and style: 
styles are simple, lines are clean and details 
superfluous. Choose fixtures in wood, steel, 
glass and chrome and colours that are clean and 
crisp – cream, white, grey, blues and soft greens. 

Catalog Ltd is now stocking Secto, a Finnish 
lighting collection handcrafted from Finnish 
Birch. Designer and architect Seppo Koho 
designs with the attitude that ‘light should softly 
invite people to come closer’. We concur.

PARED BACK PENDANTS
Less is more with this new fashion. It’s not just 
the newest thing in lighting, but a low-cost, 
low-commitment way of transforming a room’s 
look. Simple, plain hanging pendants have never 
looked more ‘wow’ than when hung in neat 
rows or clusters, particularly when paired with 
modern decorative filament bulbs. 

COMING UP ROSES
Metallics are an enduring trend, but if you’re 
blasé about chrome and bored of stainless 
steels, then embrace the new fashion of 
coppers, brass and rose gold hues. They’re the 
metals of the moment. These tones are rosy 
and cosy and the polished reflective surfaces 
will bounce warming light around a room. 

CONTEMPORARY CHANDELIERS
Chandeliers continue to create the most 
dramatic of lighting statements. But it’s time  
to rethink, modernise and update the 
traditional chandelier. 

Contemporary examples are unadorned 
and stripped back, but just as impressive. 
While the more elaborate fixtures are 
generally reserved for dining rooms and 
entrance halls, their new counterparts can be  
suspended in kitchens, master bedrooms  
and feature bathrooms.   PL 

OUT WITH THE OLD
Isn’t it time to rethink your lighting scheme, supersede 
shabby shades and oust old lamps? From minimal 
pendants to modern chandeliers, here are the most 
stylish trends to light up your home and your life

HANDCRAFTED, These Finnish birch fixtures provide a soft luminosity 
for ambience and appeal. Secto Octo light, from £660, Tangram (33/37 
Jeffrey Street, EH1 1DH, 0131 556 6551, tangramfurnishers.co.uk)

ROSY AND 
COSY, Copper is 
the new chrome, 
Copper Shade, 
£350, Designer-
lights.com (15b 
Howe Street EH3 
6TE. 0131 557 
9120)

DRAMATIC, A contemporary 
chandelier resembles its regal ancestor, 
but these new designs are more 
accessible. Chandelier by David 
Chipperfield for Fontana Arte, from 
£2620, Catalog Ltd (2-4 St Stephen Place, 
0131 2252888, cataloginteriors.com)
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WOW FACTOR, Clustered 
pendants are cool and 
contemporary. Original BTC 
Drop 1 of  6, £619, John Lewis 
(St James Centre, EH1 3SP, 0844 
693 1740, johnlewis.com)
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Lighting the way
Looking for a barometer of design taste? Then look no 
further than these beautiful sources of light, which have 
been leading interior design trends for well over a century

1885
THE TIFFANY LAMP
Born out of the Art 
Nouveau movement, Louis 
Comfort Tiffany’s stained, 
leaded glass lampshade 
has survived the winds of 
fashion to become a truly 
timeless design icon.

1932
THE ANGLEPOISE
George Carwardine 
realised that his work on 
new suspension systems for 
vehicles could have other 
applications. The resulting 
Anglepoise mechanism has 
become a ubiquitous study 
in functional elegance.

1950
THE BUBBLE LAMP
America’s George Nelson 
was one of the 20th 
century’s most influential 
industrial designers. Among 
his many striking modernist 
designs, the Bubble Lamp 
remains stylish, distinctive 
and much-imitated.

1962
THE ARCO 
FLOOR LAMP
Designed in Italy by Achille 
Castiglioni, the Arco is 
a design classic. A large 
sweeping arc emerges 
from a heavy white Carrera 
marble base and ends  
in a contemporary  
chrome shade.

2002
NORM 69
Despite only having been 
available for purchase 
since 2002, Normann 
Copenhagen’s striking 
NORM 69 was designed 
in 1969 and is pieced 
together from 69 separate 
parts. Elegance itself.

THE  
TIFFANY  
LAMP

THE ANGLEPOISE

THE  
BUBBLE  
LAMP

THE ARCO FLOOR LAMP

NORM 69
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Minimalism to the max

S implicity, minimalism, attention 
to detail and high quality – 
these are the elements that 

epitomise the beauty of Scandinavian 
design, and it is a style that effortlessly 
feels at home in both traditional 
and contemporary properties.

This Scandinavian style has been 
popularised recently with the success 
of TV detective shows and crime 
films like The Killing and Borgen 
from Denmark, Wallander and Stieg 
Larsson’s Girl with the Dragon 
Tattoo from Sweden, and Jo Nesbø’s 
Headhunters from Norway – all of 
which have provided a shop window 
into the stylish interiors and cool 
furniture featured in ‘Nordic Noir’.

Scandinavian style came into 
its own in the 1950s and came to 
be characterised by simplicity, 

minimisation and functionality, and 
many of those early designs quickly 
became furniture icons, beloved of 
interior designers across the world.

Justin Baddon, who runs 
contemporary furniture and lighting 
showroom Moleta Munro in London 
Street, believes that Scandinavian style 
is internationally successful because its 
classic clean lines are timeless and they 
provide a good long-term investment 
that rarely goes out of fashion. 

He said: “The design stands out 
because of its use of clean lines, and 
the understated simplicity of the 
design helps to create a timeless look. 

“Scandinavian design primarily 

deals with the person and how 
they interact with the product 
and their environment – that 
makes it both beautiful and 
functional at the same time.”

Justin cites Arne Jacobson’s EGG 
chair from 1958 or Hans Wegner’s 
Wishbone chair from 1950. He added: 
“The reason a lot of these designs stay 
in production is that they work in 

Scandinavian style has never been in such demand, from furniture to clothing 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

The influence of 
Scandinavian design
Scandinavia and the impact 
of its design heritage cannot 
be underestimated. The term 
‘Scandinavian design’ originated 
from a design show of that 
name that exhibited in the USA 
and Canada in the mid-1950s. It 
promoted the ‘Scandinavian way 
of living’ and Nordic designers, 
with a focus on beautiful, simple, 
clean designs.

Historically, Scandinavia’s 
environment of a harsh climate 
and survival with limited material 
resources meant that products 
were focused on fulfilling a 
need and being functional; 
decoration and beauty 
took a back seat. However, 
after the second world war, 
designers were able to merge 
traditional craftsmanship with 
the increased availability of 
resources and the technology of 
mass production to produce an 
increasing stream of everyday 
objects that were functional, 
available to all and exemplified a 
simple beauty. Perhaps the best 
known and leading proponent 
of what became known as 
mid-century modernism was 
Arne Jacobsen. His designs are 
timeless and several, such as the 
3107 Swan and Egg chairs, have 
become iconic. They appear 

simple designs, but were only 
made possible through the 
manufacturing capability of Fritz 
Hansen and a combination of 
both mass production and craft 
techniques.

Vernon Panton, a student 
of Jacobsen, also used new 
moulding techniques to produce 
the plastic Panton chair, still 
produced today by Vitra. While 
the likes of Jacobsen, Panton, 
Poul Kjaerholm, and Hans 
Wegner (the Wishbone chair) 
were leading lights in mid-
20th century design, and their 
furniture is still in demand. It is 
a Swedish corporate that has 
brought design to the masses. 

The role of IKEA has been 
significant in emphasising the 
principles of Scandinavian design 
and building awareness across 
the globe: furniture that is simple, 
functional and available to all. 

Julian Darwell-Stone provides a comment on 
Scandinavian design, its origins and how the emergence 
of a global Swedish brand has made it ubiquitous in 
today’s home. Julian Darwell-Stone is Managing Director 
of Tangram, the leading experts in contemporary 

furniture and interiors, and Director of Ligne Roset Edinburgh. Further 
information at tangramfurnishers.co.uk and ligne-roset-edinburgh.co.uk

Furniture and 
accessories from 
Danish company 
Muuto epitomise 

Nordic design 
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a range of environments. People may 
look at our showroom and think it only 
appeals to minimalists, but a lot of our 
customers live in very traditional homes 
as well as very contemporary ones.” 

In addition to classic pieces, Justin 
also sells contemporary designs 
and having just come back from the 
Stockholm Furniture and Lighting 
Fair – one of the largest in the world 
– is excited about some of the new 
lines being launched this year.

For example, Sweden’s Zero design 
house has a new floor lamp and a 
three-unit suspension light for its 
Silo range – the shape inspired by the 
classical silhouette of a grain silo – and 
the new Lightyears’ Volume table 
lamp which  mimics the form of an 
old fashioned stereo volume dial.

Elements, in Hamilton Place, is 
another showroom which features the 
best of Scandinavian design. Owner Tom 
Melville, who also is a partner in graphic 
design agency Melville & Young, said: 
“We don’t stock anything that isn’t well 
made or functional, so Scandinavian 
design ticks all those boxes. If you look at 

companies like Design House Stockholm 
and Menu from Denmark, everything 
is always beautifully made and of very 
high quality. They put the accent on 
materials and production and the design 
is always extremely slick - it looks like 
the design does not try very hard.”

However, it’s not all restrained 
elegance as Tom describes some 
of the coloured glass ornaments 
from Kosta Boda – Sweden’s oldest 
glass works that was established 

in 1742 – as “quite outrageous”.
Tom said: “Kosta Boda is the black 

sheep of Scandinavian design because 
it can be so showy and quite wild. 
However, it has quite a following 
and attracts international collectors 
when new pieces are launched.”

It’s not just furniture where 
Scandinavian style is making its mark, 
but fashion too. When Denmark’s 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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Furniture from Gubi 

has become iconic. 
Below: the water 
jug from Danish 

company Menu is 
slender and elegant  
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most famous TV detective Sarah 
Lund, appeared in The Killing with 
her characteristic knitted jumper, 
manufacturers Gudrun and Gudrun 
in the Faroe Islands couldn’t keep 
up with international orders... and 
this exposure has also helped other 
Scandinavian fashion designers 
develop a hip following.

Karina Baldorf, who is originally from 
Denmark, specialises in Scandinavian 
fashion at her Kakao by K boutique 
in Edinburgh’s stylish Thistle 
Street. She believes that 
Scandinavian design is timeless 
and that helps it appeal across 
a wider range of ages. She said: 
“Malena Birger is the Danish 
queen of fashion, dressing 
stars like Claudia Schiffer and 
Kylie Minogue, with beautiful 
clothes renowned for their clean 
lines, neutral colours, quality 
fabrics and attention to detail.

“Swedish Filippa K is also a 
well-established brand that 
is famed for its classic simple 
lines and high quality, and 
Ganni, from Copenhagen, is 
an interesting new brand as 

it is aimed at a younger market and 
is quite fun, colourful and quirky.”

She said that Scandinavian fashion 
designers share the same philosophy 
as designers in other fields: “It’s got to 

be aesthetically pleasing, practical 
and functional – the clothes are 
designed to be used everyday 

and not to be put away just 
for a special occasion.”

Karina is part of the buoyant 
Scandinavian community in 
Edinburgh, who regularly get 
together at venues across the city, 
including Peter’s Yard, the artisan 
bakery famed for its crisp breads 
and cardamom buns which 
are wonderful with a coffee.

Peter Ljunquist was inspired 
to come to Edinburgh from 
Sweden after reading Scottish 
detective novels, ironically 
from the country’s own 
master crime writer Ian 

Rankin. In 2007, he set up Peter’s Yard 
in the Quarter Mile to share his love 
of baking and to promote the Swedish 
philosophy of Fika – where the coffee 
break has been raised to a cherished 
social institution bringing people 
together to talk about their life and work 
and to enjoy each other’s company.

In addition to enjoying breads, cakes 
and coffee, Peter’s Yard customers 
can also appreciate Swedish furniture 
design first-hand as the cafe is 
decked out in Nirvan Richter’s iconic 
Norrgavel high-backed chairs.

Fika must be catching on with the 
denizens of Edinburgh as Peter has 
opened a new branch in Stockbridge. 
Such is the success of his award-winning 
crisp bread business that the bakery is 
now suppling more than 1,000 retailers 
throughout the UK, including Selfridges, 
Fortnum and Mason and Waitrose.

Other Scandinavian delicacies can be 
savoured at Jo-Jo’s Danish bakery in  
St Mary’s Street, or some fine meatballs 
at Sofi’s Bar in Leith, one of four pubs 
run by a Swedish couple. And for a fine 
dining experience, check out the menu 
at Michelin-starred The Kitchin, that 
occasionally features Scandinavian-
style dishes, no doubt inspired by Tom 
Kitchin’s Swedish wife Michaela.  PL 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

The Swedish philosophy of Fika 
has raised the coffee break to 
a cherished social institution 
bringing people together
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Peter’s Yard is one place 
in Edinburgh where you 

can sample Swedish treats 
with a coffee. Right, top: 

Scandinavian fashion is very 
hip right now. Right, below: 

a Kosta Boda bowl shows 
how the glassworks bucks 

the minimalist trend, with 
showy wild designs
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NORDIC CLASSICS
Justin Badddon from Moleta Munro shares 
his top five Scandinavian style icons

Wishbone  
chair (1950)
A standout classic icon 
of Swedish furniture 
style designed by 
Hans J Wegner, who 
is widely considered 
to be one of the 
leading figures in 20th 
century furniture 
design – and a driving 
force in the “Danish 
Modern” movement 
that changed the way 
people looked at 
furniture in the 1950s 
and 1960s.

90A table (1935)
Alvar Aalto is one of the greats of Scandinavian design and many 
of his designs are considered iconic and much imitated, notably 
by Ikea. The clean lines of the designs belie their considerable 
age. They are just as relevant today, in a contemporary interior, as 
they were in the 1930s when they were first designed.

Caravaggio  
pendant light (2005)
Since its launch in 2005, the 
Caravaggio range has become 
known and loved for its 
distinctive and dramatic shape. 
The distinctive red cord and 
the polished surface clearly 
highlight one of the most 
striking pendant designs of the 
decade and it is now available 
in new colours and finishes.

Levels lights (2013)
From the numerous international awards that One Nordic Furniture Company 
is winning for its Levels pendant lamp, this is a modern classic in the making.
The large, rounded ‘jelly mould’ shades rest on each other, allowing the rings 
to fold together, providing a minimalistic and charming design.

Ro chair (2013)
Launched in 2013, 
the Ro has become 
one of furniture 
designer Fritz 
Hansen’s best selling 
easy chairs, now 
available with a foot 
stool in nine unique 
designer selections. 
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Alva Street surprises ... in the nicest possible way, 
of course. It sits in the heart of Edinburgh’s 
West End, which is alive with businesses, shops 

and places of entertainment. Yet this handsome New 
Town thoroughfare is tranquil and quiet, providing 
a peaceful alternative to the buzz of 
activity taking place only metres away.

Equally eye-opening is 8 Alva 
Street. On first sight, it’s an attractive 
townhouse in the best traditions of 
one of Edinburgh’s most historic and 
illustrious areas. It is all of that, of 
course – yet there’s much more.

Restored to domestic use from  
office space in 2007, this tasteful  
and substantial home has been in  
the hands of its current owner for the 
past five years. During that time, its strong traditional 
character has been complemented by contemporary 
flourishes to create a thoroughly modern living space. 

Number 8 Alva Street is set over four floors and, 
unusually for this street, boasts its own patio area to 
the rear of the building, as well as a dedicated parking 
space to the front. Even before you enter the building, the 

modern touches are evident – the traditional gloss black 
front door has been replaced with an entrance that’s 
dressed in a warmer, matt tone.

Once inside, the scale of the home becomes clear. The 
spacious reception room is classically proportioned, with 

three tall windows filling the space with 
an even, natural light, which is in turn 
reflected by modern wooden floors for 
a warm and inviting feel. Next door, 
there’s an equally bright and welcoming 
kitchen. With a traditional range, lots 
of practical storage space and a large 
utility room, this truly feels like the 
beating heart of a busy, vibrant home.

Unusually for a building that dates 
from the first half of the 19th century, 
each and every cornice is not only intact 

but in excellent condition; proof, if needed, of the care 
that has been lavished on the building through the years. 
Similarly, every room boasts an original fireplace,  
while ornate built-in mirrors recall the building’s long 
history. The recent decorative touches, including  
wall coverings produced by the 
renowned Timorous Beasties, 

A revelation in stone
A traditional townhouse in the heart of the city’s West End opens the door to 
a mix of stunning original features and a thoroughly modern living space 

The spacious reception 
room is classically 
proportioned, with 
three tall windows  
filling the space with  
an even, natural light

CONTINUED ON PAGE 32
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PROPORTIONED 
the tall windows fill the  

room with an even, natural 
light which is reflected on  

the modern wooden floors
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blend in seamlessly and simply reinforce 
the home’s unique character.

On the first floor, there is a handsome 
drawing room. According to the 
current owner, it was this room which 
convinced her to purchase this property 
in the first place, and it is easy to see 
why. This impressive space is cool and 
elegant without being imposing, while 
a discrete integrated sound system 
marks this out as a room for entertaining 
and enjoying the finer things in life.

The spacious master bedroom with 
separate shower-room, also on the first 
floor, continues the theme of tradition 
enhanced with a contemporary feel. 

Above are three more generous 
bedrooms, as well as a calm and elegant 
bathroom, featuring a distinctive 
freestanding bath tub.

Throughout this home, there are 
original twists – eye-catching modern 

chandeliers, for example – that give it a 
great, quirky sense of character. At the 
same time, decoration is relaxed and 
calming. The net result is a seemingly 
effortless style, in which classical 
grace rubs shoulders with cool, clean 
modernity in a way that somehow 
never feels forced or overwrought.

With a location that is second to  
none, an array of great facilities, and  
a wonderful presence in its own 
right, it could be said that 8 Alva 
Street is a revelation.  PL 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30

ESPC Fine & Country 
Property listings
Find the finest selection of homes across Edinburgh 
and the rest of East Central Scotland, all through 
ESPC Fine & Country, starting on page 44. 

NEW CLASSIC 
Wallcovering from Timorous 
Beasties creates an elegant 
and distinctive feature wall

TIMELESS 
This chrome doorhandle shows 

the modern touches in the home 
that will stand the test of  time 

MODERN TOUCH 
This calm and elegant 
bathroom features a 

distinctive freestanding bath

VIEW THIS PROPERTY
8 Alva Street, Edinburgh, EH2 4QG
Offers over £905,000
For more information, call 
Simpson & Marwick on 0131 253 2171 
or visit espc.com/fine
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MORNINGSIDERS
A long-standing hotspot for the unusual, artisanal and 
bespoke, Morningside has tremendous character and 
continues to draw lovers of the finer things in life

Great shopping experience
Morningside is rightly renowned for its strong 
community of high-quality independent retailers. 
“Inspired by Nordic design and grounded in 
Scottish integrity” Søren is a prime example for 
this. Its simple yet strong aesthetic is taken from 
classic Danish furniture design, and has earned 
Søren a reputation as one of the city’s hottest 
furniture and interiors stores.

“The collection has been very carefully put 
together from different sources and styles – 

what unites it is a focus on high-quality materials 
and craftsmanship,” said Søren’s Daniel Johnson. 
“Classic Wegner furniture from Carl Hansen sits 
alongside the best contemporary Nordic and 
Scottish designs. Our goal is to provide furniture 
that is timeless with a strong sense of honesty 
and provenance.”
Søren, 132 Morningside Road,  
0131 446 9444, Søren-furniture.co.uk

CONTINUED ON  PAGE 36

Did you know?
The famous Morningside 

Clock originally stood outside 
Morningside Railway Station, 
but was retained when the 

station closed in 1962.

Daniel Johnson  
at Søren

Pay a visit to one of the ESPC 
member firms in the EH10 area 
when you next visit Morningside. 
They are the perfect first stop to 
get your property journey started. 

Allingham & Co 
4A Buckstone Terrace, Buckstone,  
Edinburgh, EH10 6PZ
0131 447 9341

Hunters 
76/80 Morningside Road, Edinburgh, EH10 4BY
0131 447 4747

Jardine Phillips 
205 Morningside Road, Edinburgh, EH10 4QP
0131 446 6850

Leslie & Co. 
2-8 Millar Crescent, Edinburgh, EH10 5HW
0131 447 8182

McQueen Legal
103-105 Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh, EH10 4EQ
0131 228 1926

Pagan Osborne Ltd
2 Comiston Road, Edinburgh, EH10 5QE
0131 539 3333

Thomas H G Stewart
41 Barclay Place, Edinburgh, EH10 4HW
0131 229 4939

For more information on property  
or solicitors in your area, visit espc.com
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Bread of heaven
The gourmand will find much to love in 
Morningside, where delis, coffee shops and 
artisanal food stores abound. Bakery Andante 
is one such treasure trove of culinary delights, 
turning out a cornucopia of different (though all 
quite delicious) fresh artisanal breads each day. 
Anyone on a diet is advisable to walk by on the 
other side of the street, because one nose-full of 
the wonderful baking aroma is all it takes.

“We make everything from scratch, on the 
premises,” says owner John Wood. “We don’t 
use any additives or so-called ‘enhancers’. I guess 
people come here because we bake bread as it 
should be, not bread as it has become.”
Bakery Andante, 352 Morningside Road, 
0131 447 8473, bakeryandante.co.uk

The silver screen
Harking back to a more romantic age of cinema, 
the Dominion is a true gem. Enjoy art-house 
classics alongside the latest Hollywood hits in a 
classic art-deco setting, with luxurious seating 
and excellent screens.
The Dominion, 18 Newbattle Terrace, 
0131 447 4771, dominioncinemas.net

Cocoa dreams
Artisan chocolatiers Edward and Irwyn know a 
thing or two about flavour, combining carefully 
selected – often exotic and frequently surprising 
– ingredients with the very finest high-cocoa 
chocolate. Each of their small-batch artisanal 
creations is a real journey – as revelatory as they 
are enjoyable. Premier Living’s personal favourite 
is their Scots Pine, Juniper and Sea Salt Dark 
Chocolate.

“We have the best job in the world,” smiles 
co-owner Edda Holt. “Every day is about 
experimentation. And it’s great to feel that you’re 
part of a community of producers who really 
care about their food… about authenticity.”
Edward and Irwyn, 21 Morningside 
Drive, edwardandirwyn.co.uk

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34
Bakery Andante

Edward and Irwyn 
Chocolatiers

The Dominion Cinema





IT IS probably fair to say that Mike 
Stevenson’s adult life did not have the 
most auspicious start. Having been asked 
to leave school at 15, he faced a choice 
between staying in Kirkaldy or moving 
down to London to pursue his dreams of 
becoming a rock star. He chose the latter 
and, after things didn’t work out for 
him, he spent a year sleeping rough on 
the capital’s streets. Looking back, he 
says the experience was formative.

“It was a great learning experience, 
if not a particularly comfortable one,” 
recalls Mike. “It taught me a lot about 
my ability to make things happen. 
Because you’re constantly right on the 
edge, you either have to strive to live on 
a daily basis or you don’t survive. I was 
very determined that my life was going 
to get better, which is an easy pledge 
to make when you’re down and out.”

From there, Mike worked steadily at 
putting his life back together, taking on 
a series of jobs in construction, the wine 
trade, fashion retail, at the steel mills 
in Sheffield and as a busker in Dublin.

In 1981, he decided to complete his 
education with a course at Newbattle 

College, followed by a communication 
studies course at Edinburgh’s Napier 
College (as it was at the time).

“After everything I’d seen, I 
became fascinated with the role 
of communications in politics, 
marketing and business, but more 
broadly in ideas like neighbourliness 
and community,” said Mike.

It was at this time that Mike set up 
his first entrepreneurial venture, as one 
of the founding members of the Wise 
Group in Glasgow, before moving on to 

establish Design Links with a partner, 
where he remained for eight years.

For all his success, Mike was still 
driven by a fascination with how 
business practice, customer service 
and communication interact to create 
a brand. His next and current venture, 
Thinktastic – established in 2011 – 
would tap into the many of the ideas 
that had been germinating since his 
difficult days on the streets of London.

“So many organisations have a divide 
between management and staff – the 
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We have a real culture of 
constantly trying to manage 
people’s expectations – 
don’t get ahead of yourself 
... That’s rubbish. We need 
to be able set ridiculously 
ambitious goals

STREET SMARTS
From sleeping rough in London to becoming a successful motivational speaker and 
brand consultant, Thinktastic’s Mike Stevenson is not your average entrepreneur
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ADVICE

BUY-TO-LET 
INVESTMENTS
By David Marshall

2013 saw a marked improvement in the 
property market north of the border 
with buyer activity rose substantially as 
the year progressed. During the second 
half of the year, the number of sales 
recorded by ESPC rose by more than  
45 per cent annually.

For buy-to-let 
investors the change 
in market conditions 
naturally brings 
with it new 
challenges and 
opportunities. 
On one hand, rising 
demand means that the 
bargaining position of buyers has been 
weakened somewhat making it harder to 
negotiate substantial discounts. During 
the fourth quarter of 2013 properties 
sold in Edinburgh achieved an average  
of 98.2 per cent of their original Home  
Report valuation, up from 94.3 per cent 
the previous year.

On the other hand, the improvement 
in demand has made a rise in house 
values more likely. In recent years, 
investors have predominantly sought to 
make money through superior rental 
yields, but moving forward, it should be 
more likely to achieve a return through  
a balance of rental income and  
capital growth.

At ESPC, we know that a thorough 
knowledge of both our clients’ needs 
and the local market is vital in ensuring 
you maximise the return on your buy-
to-let investment. For more information, 
contact ESPC Lettings by calling 0131 
253 2847. Or email our ESPC Lettings 
Manager at landlord@espc.com

values that the business or public sector 
body purports to live by don’t bear any 
relation to customers’ experience on 
the ground. Thinktastic is essentially 
about helping create brands through 
excellent customer service and through 
truly motivated, confident employees.”

His advice to Edinburgh businesses 
is to first consider how they wish to be 
perceived – what kind of experience 
they wish people to have working 
with them and meeting them.

“Invariably, if they’re really thinking 
about it, they’ll come up with a different 
kind of language; they’ll move away 
from words like ‘trusted’, ‘safe’, and 
‘innovative’ which are so over-used 
that they’ve lost all meaning. It’s about 
finding points of genuine differentiation, 
which come from your business 
culture rather than plucking a few 
aspirational buzzwords out of the air.

“So if I’m meeting an insurance 
salesman, I don’t want him to 
apologise, I want him to say ‘I’m the 
guy who helps people sleep at night’. 
There was a great painting company 
up in Leith, which always said ‘we 
clean up after ourselves’ – it’s such a 
simple message, but says so much.”

Mike also sees this ethos as something 
much wider, which is equally applicable 
to individuals, businesses, cities 
and even to Scotland as a nation.

“One of Edinburgh’s joys is all 
the independent shops. Take a walk 
along Victoria Street, Stockbridge or 
Morningside, Leith Walk, Bruntsfield, 

you'll find so many little places 
run by people who are passionate 
about what they do and who deliver 
a unique experience - customers 
love that. So businesses, if they 
don't have a shop front, have to 
find other ways of expressing this 
difference, this uniqueness.”

He believes Scotland as a whole also 
needs to tap into this sense of passion, 
reinvention and fun, if it is to move on 
from the damage of the banking crisis.

“We have a lot of very austere 
brands that shout ‘we’ve been around 
for a long time, we’re serious and 
trustworthy’. After 2008, that simply 
doesn’t wash any more – Canada has 
taken on that mantle. We have to find a 
new model and a new story to tell the 
world; one that is based on ambition, 
uniqueness and, I think, fun.

“We have a real culture of constantly 
trying to manage people’s expectations – 
don’t get ahead of yourself, don’t get in 
a position where you might disappoint,” 
he continued. “That’s rubbish. We need 
to be able set ridiculously ambitious 
goals, because that’s how we learn, 
how we progress. We need people to 
leave school saying ‘this neighbourhood 
needs something and I’m going 
to be the one to make it happen’, 
because those are also the people we 
want running our businesses.”  PL 

 pTo help your brand, call Mike on 0131 202 
1667, or visit thinktastic.co.uk

Mike says one of 
Edinburgh’s joys is its 

independent shops
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They’re hailed as a girl’s best friend, received as 
symbols of love and passed through generations 
of the same family – but when buying one, 

how much do we really know about diamonds?
The decision to purchase a three-billion-

year-old gem is not only an expensive 
one, but also one that will last a 
lifetime. So what should you look 
for when the time comes?

One man who knows these 
fabulous creations inside and 
out is Michael Laing OBE, owner 
of Scotland’s oldest family 
jeweller – Laing Edinburgh.

Laing told Premier Living: “First 
and foremost, buyers should be 
looking for ‘brilliance’ in a diamond. 
As diamond is the hardest substance 
known to man, it takes a great polish - so 
anywhere with bright lights, such as jewellery 
stores, will give fantastic surface reflections. Even 
poor diamonds will reflect light, which masks how 
the diamond really performs in normal wear. 

“Some diamonds are quite dull in dim light, 
where the best-cut diamonds maintain their 
delightful sparkle. Our advice to everybody 
buying a diamond is to hold the ring away from 
direct light. Look at them under the desk or 
even in daylight to see how it really looks.”

There are four Cs which should be taken 
into consideration when purchasing a 
diamond – cut, clarity, colour and carat.

According to Laing, how well the diamond is ‘cut’ 
is by far the most important factor. He explains 
that some diamonds will return 95 per cent of 
the surrounding light through their top surface, 
splitting it into sparkling rainbow colours. Some 
poorly cut diamonds only return 25 per cent.

So, it is advisable to always ask the jeweller to show 
you the diamond through a proportion scope, which 
reveals how well a diamond is cut. If a round stone is 
really well cut, you will see eight symmetrical arrows.

Another factor to consider is the carat, though 
always remember that the carat is based on 
the weight of the diamond, not the size. 

When thinking of clarity, it is important 
to look for ‘inclusions’ and ‘blemishes’.

“I will reject any diamond with an inclusion 
near the edge because it gives a vulnerability 
to the stone in the future,” says Laing. “If you 
need to get your ring resized and pressure 
is applied to the diamond, an inclusion near 
the edge could cause it to crack or chip. 

“Also watch out for black marks in the 

centre of the stone, which can happen when 
the diamond is created. Not only do black marks 
interfere with the light, they also draw the eye 
and you will notice them every time you look.”

As for colour, whiter is always better (and more 
expensive). An alphabetical grading system 

gives the buyer a standard measure of 
colour, with ‘D’ being the best. Any 

stone graded ‘I’ or beyond will have 
a noticeable whisky tint, marking 
it out as more common and 
therefore much less valuable.  

There are so many variables 
that Laing rejects 97 per cent of 
the diamonds he is offered. That is 

why he advises that you trust your 
own eyes, shop around, have fun 

learning and comparing the diamonds 
and their settings. As diamonds do not 

deteriorate with age, the ring you choose to 
wear today will look exactly the same as the day it 
is passed down to your great-granddaughter.  PL 

STYLE IS ETERNAL
A diamond is a token of love that will be treasured for a lifetime and 
expert Michael Laing explains how to choose the perfect stone
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“CHAMPAGNE for my real friends, real pain 
for my sham friends” is a wonderfully acerbic 
quote, even if there is much confusion over who 
coined it. Some say Tom Waits, others point to 
Francis Bacon. Either way, in terms of offering 
both elegant venues and some of the finest 
Champagne in the world, Edinburgh is ideal for 
those who want to toast their real friends with 
the best of bubbles.

Top of the list in terms of the widest selection 
is The Forth Floor at Harvey Nichols. From the 
Window Bar, there are excellent views of Fife 
and the Forth, while from the restaurant, 
brasserie and balcony, there are 
sensational rooftop views of central 
Edinburgh. 

It offers its own Harvey Nichols 
Champagne, plus two expressions 
of Perrier Jouet by the glass. When 
it comes to full bottles, most of the 
more prestigious Champagne houses 
are represented on their extensive 
list, with the prize for the most rarefied 
going to the Brut Rosé from Dom 
Perignon. It’s the David Lynch edition  
from 2000. 

While they aren’t classed as 
Champagne, there are also a number 

of top-quality English sparklers available at Harvey 
Nicks. Don’t tell the French, but many think that 
winemakers such as Nyetimber of West Sussex 
could give the producers of Epernay a good run 
for their money.

For sheer opulence, it is hard to see beyond 
the plush Palm Court at The Balmoral. Recently 
redesigned by Olga Polizzi, visitors can sit under 
the magnificent dome and listen to the resident 
harpist while enjoying a Champagne afternoon 
tea or indeed a Champagne cocktail. 

For a deliciously woozy start to the 
evening, try a French 75, a heady mix 
of Tanqueray Gin and lemon juice with 
a touch of sugar syrup, all topped up 
with Champagne.

While the bar stocks several other 
brands, Bollinger is the house pour 
and they have some rather special 
editions. Unique to Palm Court, they 

stock Bollinger Vieilles Vignes, made from 
grapes harvested from ancient, rare vines. 

Only produced in vintage years, it is billed as 
a living relic of what Champagne would have 
tasted like over a century ago. 

Finally, we set sail for Leith where The 
Ship on the Shore delivers sparkling Scottish 
seafood to accompany the Champagne. The 

interior is like the cabin of a sea captain who has a 
penchant for Art Deco and La Belle Epoque. 

The house Champagne is Ruinart Brut and 
diners can drink it with a breakfast of smoked 
salmon; a light lunch of lobster risotto or perhaps 
over a groaning platter of fruits de mer royale.

As well as five Champagnes by the glass, 
including a 2003 Dom Perignon, The Ship on the 
Shore stocks vintage and non-vintage Pol Roger, 
Krug, Veuve Cliquot, Moët and a 2004 Cristal. 
Chin chin!   PL 

FORTH FLOOR  
AT HARVEY NICHOLS
30-34 St Andrew Square EH2 2AD
Tel: 0131 524 8350
harveynichols.com/forth-floor-edinburgh

PALM COURT  
AT THE BALMORAL
1 Princes Street EH2 2EQ
Tel: 0131 556 2414
thebalmoralhotel.com

THE SHIP ON THE SHORE
24-26 Shore, Leith EH6 6QN
Tel: 0131 555 0409
theshipontheshore.co.uk

Pop & Fızz
Raise a glass to some of the most stunning venues 
in the city to enjoy a glass of Champagne – the 
most sophisticated and decadent of drinks

Harvey Nichols offers  
its own eponymous 
Champagne by the glass
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POSSIBLY the most talked about opening 
of late has been Bistro Moderne by Mark 
Greenaway. Launching in November, less 
than a year after he opened Restaurant Mark 
Greenaway on North Castle Street, the 
Stockbridge restaurant is the second Edinburgh 
venture from the eponymous chef. 

Mark’s highly inventive and visually stunning 
cuisine has gained a national profile following 
his appearances on the Great British Menu. In 
his new restaurant, the food follows closely in 
more traditional footsteps of well known bistro 
classics.

Back up in the Old Town, tucked away in 
the new development on Advocate’s Close, 
The Devil’s Advocate is a sophisticated bar and 
kitchen from the team behind the two Bon 
Vivant venues. The stripped stone walls and 
exposed joists could have made it cold and 
austere but candles, booths and a genuinely 
warm welcome keep it all cosy – an impression 
which is only strengthened by a tremendous 
selection of whisky from all over the world.

Whisky lovers, and perhaps even whisky 
haters, should also be impressed by the recently 
launched SCOTCH at The Balmoral. Their 

dedicated whisky bar serves over 400 Scotch 
whiskies, mostly single malts. It is thought to 
be the widest range of Scotch on offer in any 
public bar in Scotland.

Sticking with the hard stuff, NB Gin is a new, 
small batch gin made by Steve and Viv Muir 
in North Berwick. Made in batches of less 
than 200 litres, NB Gin is on the cutting edge 
of mixology fashion, yet the flavour profile is 
reassuringly old school. ‘Plenty of juniper and 
orange notes’ is how one set of tasting notes 
puts it.

And speaking of mixology, devotees of the 
creative cocktail should head straight for Panda 
& Sons, a quirky new subterranean watering 
hole on the corner of Queen Street and North 
Charlotte Street. A self-described “classic 
Prohibition style Speakeasy and a nod to the 
Vintage Barber shop” Panda & Sons boasts a 
truly inspiring bar list, in which classic cocktails rub 
shoulders with exotic house specials. Highlights 
include the aged ‘boulevardier’ the signature 
‘bamboo’ and the downright theatrical ‘birdcage’.

BISTRO MODERNE
5 North West Circus Place
Tel: 0131 225 4431 
bistromoderne.co.uk
THE DEVIL’S ADVOCATE
9 Advocate’s Close 
Tel: 0131 225 4465, 
devilsadvocateedinburgh.co.uk
SCOTCH
The Balmoral, 1 Princes Street 
Tel: 0131 556 2414
thebalmoralhotel.com
NB GIN
nbgin.com
PANDA & SONS
79 Queen Street 
Tel: 0131 220 0443
pandaandsons.com

Talk of the town
The capital’s hottest new entertainment spots

The Bistro Moderne is the 
second Edinburgh venture by 

chef Mark Greenaway
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Tel: 0131 253 2976
Agent: Pagan Osborne

Tel: 0131 253 2171
Agent: Simpson & Marwick

Tel: 0131 253 2669
Agent: Hunters 

Davenport House, 58 Great King 
Street, Edinburgh EH3 6RP
Offers over £1,250,000 
This rarely available seven-bedroom Georgian 
townhouse is situated in the heart of Edinburgh’s  
historic New Town and a prime piece of real estate as 
a result. The property features a grand dining room, an 
exceptional room which is very traditional and would 
be the perfect setting for a party or drinks reception. 
EPC RATING: E

Balmule House, 
Dunfermline KY12 0RZ
Offers in excess of £2,200,000 
Balmule House has been a long time in the making. 
Today, this 15th Century home lies within its own estate 
and offers plentiful space in a classic setting. The grounds 
stretch for 30 acres, enticing one to follow the trails to 
the woodlands, or fish the stream without ever leaving 
the property. EPC RATING: E

18 Liberton Brae, Liberton, 
Edinburgh EH16 6AE
Offers around £1,100,000
This category B listed former farmhouse was built in 
the early 19th century, when it formed part of Liberton 
Tower Mains, one of the many farms established in 
the rich agricultural lands of Midlothian. Situated very 
much in the heart of Edinburgh, this imposing building 
is an example of the three-bay rectangular plan classical 
farmhouse with single storey extensions to east and west. 
EPC RATING: E
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Tel: 0131 253 2263
Agent: McEwan Fraser Legal

Tel: 0131 253 2171
Agent: Simpson & Marwick 

Tel: 0131 253 2171
Agent: Simpson & Marwick 

Tel: 0131 253 2878
Agent: McQueen Legal 

Tel: 0131 253 2889
Agent: HBJ Gateley 

Tel: 0131 777 7000
Agent: Pinsent Masons LLP

38 Findhorn Place, The 
Grange, Edinburgh EH9 2JP
Offers over £995,000 
The property offered for sale comprises an imposing and 
elegantly proportioned B Listed, stone-built detached 
villa, situated in one of Edinburgh’s most desirable 
locations. The current owners have sympathetically 
upgraded the property to create a fabulous family 
home and the spacious accommodation is in excellent 
decorative order throughout. EPC RATING: E

46 Garscube Terrace, 
Murrayfield, Edinburgh 
EH12 6BN
Offers over £950,000 
This is an exceptional mid-terraced Victorian house with 
two garages situated in the sought-after Murrayfield area. 
The house is set over three floors and has superb open 
views from the upper floors. The house offers bright, 
spacious & flexible accommodation and many fine period 
features and would make the perfect Edinburgh home. 
EPC RATING: E

34 Frogston Road 
West, Fairmilehead, 
Edinburgh EH10 7AJ
Offers over £990,000 
34 Frogston Road West is an exceptional detached house 
situated in almost half an acre plot with an outstanding 
and delightful large, sunny back garden. This stylish 
home spreads out generously and benefits from a lot of 
natural light. Situated a few miles south of the city centre, 
Fairmilehead is a quiet popular residential area,  
perfect for family living. EPC RATING: D

6 Rattray Loan, 
Edinburgh, EH10 5TQ
Offers over £995,000 
Situated on an enviable plot in a sunny corner within a 
quiet cul-de-sac, this stunning, five-bedroom detached 
villa is well worth viewing. Built in 2004, it combines 
traditional design features with contemporary home 
comforts. Finished to a very high standard, the property 
offers generously proportioned living areas and south- 
facing garden grounds. EPC RATING: C

1 Murrayfield Avenue, 
Edinburgh EH12 6AU
Offers over £925,000 
This distinguished, stone-built, end-terraced Victorian 
townhouse offers exceptionally well presented family 
accommodation and is arranged over three floors,  
with gardens to the front and rear. Murrayfield Avenue 
is a prestigious street running north from Corstorphine 
Road. Amenities in the area are excellent, with local 
shopping facilities a short walk away in Roseburn Terrace. 
EPC RATING: E

25 Larkfield Gardens, 
Edinburgh EH5 3QA
Fixed price £895,000 
Inspired by Georgian styling, this luxury three-storey 
home has been designed to offer the best in modern 
living, with an open dining/kitchen area with tri-fold  
doors leading to the south-facing garden, a study and  
the convenient integral garage. With excellent local 
amenities and some of Edinburgh’s premier attractions 
close by, this is a unique garden retreat in a perfect 
Edinburgh location. EPC RATING: B
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Agent: A Gray Muir WS

Tel: 0131 253 2976
Agent: Pagan Osborne

Tel: 0131 253 2967
Agent: Drummond Miller 

Tel: 0131 253 2889
Agent: HBJ Gateley 

8 Alva Street, West End, 
Edinburgh EH2 4QG
Offers over £905,000 
This splendid, rarely available Georgian townhouse is 
located in the desirable area of the West End close to 
a wide variety of amenities and benefits from a rear 
patio garden and parking space. Internally, the property 
is complimented by a wealth of charm and character 
with extremely stylish, elegant accommodation. Find out 
more in our ‘Premier property’ feature earlier on in this 
magazine. EPC RATING: F

12a Melville Street, West 
End, Edinburgh EH3 7NS
Fixed price £895,000 
This fabulous ground and garden conversion is newly 
completed by Sundial Properties. It is an elegant and 
bright home which is laid over two floors and boasts a 
south-facing, quiet aspect to the rear. Located on Melville 
Street in Edinburgh, it is situated in the heart of the city’s 
bustling west end. This street is known for its grandeur, 
impressive homes and prestigious organisations. 
EPC RATING: C

Muirhead House, 37 Craigmillar 
Park, Newington EH16 5PD
Fixed price £895,000 
Muirhead House is a magnificent traditional stone- 
built Victorian villa nestled within the highly desirable 
Newington area of Edinburgh. Internally, the property 
has been completely renovated to an exceptional 
standard and is in immaculate condition offering a  
blend of modern sophisticated living within a  
traditional environment. EPC RATING: E

4 Templar’s Cramond, off 
Whitehouse Road, Barnton, 
Edinburgh EH4 6BY
Price guide £895,000 
This property will appeal to property connoisseurs 
seeking an ideal family home in a truly prestigious 
location. Set within fully enclosed and beautifully 
landscaped grounds, this home enjoys privacy in a 
particularly sunny aspect, with the exterior just as 
appealing as the interior. EPC RATING: D

88 Murrayfield Gardens, 
Edinburgh EH12 6DQ
Offers over £840,000
Murrayfield Gardens is a prestigious street running 
northwards from Roseburn Terrace and number 88 is 
on the east side of the street, close to the top where 
pedestrian access can be gained to Campbell Avenue. 
The property has a lovely, open west-facing aspect. 
Amenities in the area are excellent, there are local 
shopping facilities at both Roseburn  and nearby  
Western Corner. EPC RATING: D
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85 George Street,  
Edinburgh EH2 3ES
Offers over thousands of homes
This property itself is not for sale, but does have 
thousands of homes on display across Edinburgh, the 
Lothians and Fife. As well as making it even easier to 
find your dream home, the showroom has an Ask 
The Experts service. You can talk to solicitors, financial 
advisers, architects, interior/exterior designers or ask 
one of the staff which areas might be best for you. The 
service is free and is designed to make moving home that 
little bit easier.

ESPC Fine & Country PROPERTIES
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Agent: GSB Properties

Tel: 01620 532654
Agent: Simpson & Marwick

The Crossways, Dirleton Road, 
North Berwick EH39 5DF
Offers over £680,000 
The Crossways is an exceptionally well presented family 
home, having been carefully extended by the current 
owners to provide impressive and practical living space. 
It is located on the western outskirts of North Berwick 
on a large plot and has an open outlook to the north 
towards the coast. The house is tastefully decorated and 
features solid wood floors, designer radiators and good 
attention to detail. EPC RATING: C

Glenesk, 6 Delta Place, 
Inveresk EH21 7TP
Offers around £665,000 
Glenesk is a truly magnificent, light-filled substantial 
property situated in this quiet, picturesque conservation 
village. The house has lots of original features of note, 
such as the sweeping turnkey staircase with leaded 
stained glass windows at mezzanine level, together with 
the imposing oak fireplace with marble inset and hearth 
housing a living flame gas fire. EPC RATING: E

Ri-Cruin, 22a Carberry Road, 
Inveresk, Musselburgh  
EH21 8PR
Offers around £645,000 
Colt Cedar bungalow is set in beautiful established 
landscaped gardens, laid mainly to lawn with mature 
trees and shrubs extending to 0.7 acres. Great privacy is 
afforded by the approach, a long tree-lined drive from 
Carberry Road and its favoured position immediately 
adjoining protected farmland. This would make the 
perfect country getaway. EPC RATING: C

14 St. Andrews Court, Main 
Street, Gullane EH31 2AS
Fixed price £650,000 
St Andrews Court is located in the heart of Gullane and 
is a superb conversion and extension of the village’s most 
prominent and historically listed landmark mansion of 
circa 1780. Gullane appeals to many, whether commuting 
to Edinburgh, seeking active retirement or the ideal 
weekend holiday bolthole, with its wonderful beaches, 
walks, bird life and golfing haven. This is a fantastic 
penthouse property ripe for picking. EPC RATING: B

10 Station Avenue, 
Haddington, EH41 4EG
Offers over £595,000 
Station Avenue is a delightful detached home, close 
to the centre of Haddington which provides flexible 
accommodation. With six bedrooms and a granny flat, 
future owners won’t be short of space in this magnificent 
East Lothian home! EPC RATING: C

The Wards, Duns Road, Gifford, 
East Lothian EH41 4QW
Offers over £625,000 
This is a delightful detached family home in a secluded 
setting within the charming village of Gifford. The 
property is set within approximately 0.7 acres of 
established garden grounds and has a double and single 
garage, a summerhouse and a greenhouse. The property 
is accessed by a private driveway leading to a gravelled 
parking and turning area at the back of the house; a true 
ESPC Fine & Country property. EPC RATING: E
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Agent: MHD Law LLP

Roundel House, 4 Parkhead 
Road, Linlithgow EH49 7BS
Offers over £775,000 
Built in 1964, Roundel House commands an elevated 
situation with uninterrupted views over Linlithgow Loch 
and its historic Palace. The sale provides an exceptional 
opportunity to acquire this unique property, which has 
recently been granted outline planning permission for 
the erection of a single-storey house in the grounds. 
EPC RATING: E

6 Elm Row,  
Lasswade EH18 1AQ
Offers over £749,995 
This exceptional detached villa is situated on a spacious 
corner plot close to the River North Esk. Internally, the 
substantial family accommodation is in truly immaculate 
order throughout and boasts a wealth of fine features. 
Lasswade lies a few minutes from Bonnyrigg, a small 
thriving town in the county of Midlothian and around 
eight miles from Edinburgh. EPC RATING: C

21 Newlands,  
Kirknewton EH27 8LR
Offers over £795,000 
This is a quite magnificent, executive detached villa which 
occupies a quiet position in this exclusive, modern yet 
mature, cul-de-sac development on the outskirts of 
Balerno and close to both the A70 and A71 for easy 
commuting to Edinburgh city. It has been meticulously 
maintained by its present owners and offers flexible  
and generously proportioned family accommodation  
of considerable character. EPC RATING: E

12 Royal Terrace, 
Linlithgow EH49 6HQ
Fixed price £725,000 
This detached Victorian villa (1895) is situated in 
sought after Royal Terrace, in the conservation area 
of the town. The property is laid out over three floors 
and retains many period features, including sash and 
case windows, deep skirtings and stunning decorative 
cornicing while providing generous and comfortable 
family accommodation for modern day living. The Royal 
Burgh of Linlithgow lies approximately 15 miles west of 
Edinburgh and 36 miles east of Glasgow. EPC RATING: F

Airybank, Cousland, Dalkeith 
Midlothian EH22 2NT
Offers over £795,000 
This is a stunning executive, detached villa set within 
an exclusive gated development on the outskirts of 
Edinburgh. The property is set within a prominent plot 
and has been built on a grand scale with about 6,500 
square feet of floor space within the main house itself. 
There is also further accommodation available above the 
detached triple garage. EPC RATING: E

20 Acre Site, Silverburn 
Penicuik EH26 9LW
Offers over £695,000 
This is a stunning development opportunity which 
offers a beautiful stone-built detached cottage set 
within outstanding scenery at the foot of the Pentland 
Hills within the prestigious Pentland Regional Park. The 
cottage is set within approximately 20 acres of land 
which includes two large 4.5-acre building plots, each 
with detailed planning permission for one exclusive  
five-bedroomed house with garage. EPC RATING: E
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Aslar Guest House,  
120 North Street,  
St Andrews KY16 9AF
Offers over £1,000,000 
This is a fantastic opportunity to purchase a highly 
successful guest house, situated in an excellent town 
centre location, a few minutes’ walk from the famous 
Old Course, St Andrews Cathedral and castle, and all 
the university departments. The handsome stone-built 
terraced property has been completely renovated 
and refurbished to an extremely high standard. 
EPC RATING: G

Monarchs House,  
26 Queens Terrace,  
St Andrews KY16 9QF
Offers over £925,000 
This beautifully presented home has accommodation 
over three floors and is conveniently located for all of 
St Andrews excellent amenities, including the world 
famous Old Course, which is located just over half a 
mile away. The glazed entrance hall opens into a grand 
reception hall which provides access to all ground floor 
apartments. The charming drawing and dining rooms 
are interconnected and each has many period features 
including fireplaces which now are fitted with living  
flame gas fires. EPC RATING: E

The Tower House, Macbiehill, 
West Linton EH46 7AZ
Offers over £975,000 
This is a unique, contemporary country house built 
in the style of a baronial tower house set amidst 
approximately 27 acres of gardens and grounds with a 
private fishing loch, two lochside chalets and beautiful 
views over surrounding countryside. The property was 
built approximately 10 years ago and echoes the style 
of a Scottish Baronial tower house with a more recently 
added rear extension providing substantial, bright 
contemporary living space extending to approximately 
4,510 square feet. EPC RATING: F

19 Carlingnose Way, North 
Queensferry, Fife KY11 1EU
Offers around £750,000 
19 Carlingnose Way is a superior detached executive villa 
with arguably some of the finest views across the Firth of 
Forth towards the Lothians. This immaculate family home 
is situated upon a most desirable plot towards the head 
of a secluded cul-de-sac setting. The property has been 
well maintained over the years by the present owners 
and is presented to the market in immaculate decorative 
order both inside and out. EPC RATING: D

Marionville, Links Place, 
Elie KY9 1AX
Offers around £825,000 
This detached Georgian villa, originally built in 1821 
is situated close to the beach within the highly sought 
after East Neuk coastal village of Elie. The property, 
which is set within a beautiful mature walled garden, 
sits on an elevated position which benefits from partial 
views towards the Firth of Forth, The Bass Rock and the 
surrounding coastline, and could not fail to impress the 
most discerning purchaser. EPC RATING: F
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Ardnith, 1 Gillespie Terrace,  
The Scores, St Andrews 
KY16 9AT
Offers over £725,000 
This imposing ground floor main door apartment 
has stunning views to the sea, the Royal & Ancient 
Clubhouse and West Sands. It forms part of a 
handsome ‘C’ listed stone built property, located in the 
prime conservation area of St Andrews, within close 
proximity to the world renowned Old Course and the 
recently completed Hamilton Grand luxury apartment 
development. EPC RATING: D
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In this issue, Premier Living puts the focus on Ken Hay, 
CEO of Edinburgh International Film Festival
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You’re a native of Edinburgh who went 
wandering and returned to your roots?
Yes, I grew up in the Trinity area 
of the city during the 60s/70s. I 
went to university in Aberdeen in 
1982 and was there for several years 
before heading off to do a range of 
things across the world, including 
working in Namibia and England. 
My first job in Edinburgh was when 
I joined the Film Festival in 2011.

Any favourite spots?
I like wandering around the Old 
Town where it seems there’s always 
something different to see. Also, 
it’s good to walk along the coast to 
Silverknowes and Cramond. There 
are endless spectacular views and 
you always meet interesting people. 

What about eating out?
My favourite restaurants include 
Timber Yard on Lady Lawson Street 
and Porto & Fi in Newhaven. And I love 
some of the more traditional Italian 
family restaurants in town that I’ve 
been eating at for 30 years or more.

What brought you to the Film Festival?
I’d previously run Scottish Screen 
and the regional screen agency EM 
Media in the East Midlands. I left 
Scottish Screen when it merged 
with the Arts Council back in 2010 
but eventually this role came up, 
initially on an interim basis. It’s a 
great privilege and great fun. I work 
with immensely passionate and 
able staff, and equally passionate 
and knowledgeable audiences. 

How will you develop the festival?
Over the next few years we want to 
put the festival back on that map 
and give it even greater international 
significance. Having attended as 
an audience member, an industry 
insider and a funder I can see what 
we need to do to make sure the 
festival is being all it can be.

What makes Edinburgh  
a great festival location?
It’s fantastically intimate. You can 
wander around the city centre very 
easily. The location of all the main 
venues, hotels and restaurants make 
it straightforward to navigate and 
you feel you’re part of something. I 
have been to other parts of the world 
where things are very scattered and 
you feel that you can get lost very 
easily and you don’t know how to 
get from point A to point B. That’s 
not the case here and visitors can’t 
get enough - often you hear them 
say ‘Why can’t we stay longer?’

How does it compare to others?
Last year, I attended events in 
Toronto and Sarajevo. They are two 
very different festivals – different 
to each other and to Edinburgh, but 
both driven by the absolute passion 
and commitment of organisers and 
audiences. Both were very enjoyable 

and being there pointed out areas 
that Edinburgh does better, and 
areas where we can improve.

Do you get to enjoy the 
city’s other festivals?
That’s one advantage of having our 
event in June – we can make the 
most of the August festivals. Mind 
you, we run the Filmhouse as a 
full-time cinema venue. So, the day 
after the festival finishes, our cafe 
bar is open at 8am and the cinema is 
ready for a matinee performance. 

Any highlights of the 2014 Film 
Festival we should look out for?
The programme doesn’t get locked 
down until quite late in the day – the 
launch is on Wednesday 28 May. But, 
I can say we’re increasing the number 
of events and looking to turn the 
festival inside out; we’ll be getting 
onto the city streets with outdoor 
screenings and other great events.  PL 






